Topic

- Present: Jo Dorsch, Francis Kayiwa (recorder), Firouzeh Logan, Carol Scherrer, John Shuler, Anne Weller

- Review Action Items from 10-16-06
  - Jo will get an update from Jay Lambrecht

- Powerpoint Readers on Public PCs
  - Discussion on benefits of adding Powerpoint readers
  - LHS Chicago to have updates added to the newest computers immediately
  - LHS remote sites to provide Library Systems with further information if assistance is required in setup.

- Library Policies
  - Emily Guss team to continue to work on policies
  - Dorsch to send reminder message

- QP Service
  - New Software update
  - Number of problems have to be addressed. Sandy DeGroote to monitor and update PSAC

- LHS Update
  - Kim Pendell to report to PSAC on progress of Active Directory at LHS

- Daley AD test
  - Daley to test Active Directory after the Intercession

- RJD Chat Hours
  - Discussion on the reduced staff members and impact on Chat Hours.